THE FREQUENCIES OF OUR SPIRIT AND SOUL
All things in the universe whether visible or invisible, are formed
from energy; both in the spiritual world and the physical.
Science measures this energy in terms of frequency. They have
been able to identify them by the frequency they emit.
The number of repetitive waves in a given amount of time
determines a frequency. This can be observed on a screen as the
vibrations, are either long or short, depending on the speed they
vibrate.
When we look at the propellers on a plane or the blades on a fan,
As long as they are still, or rotating slowly, we are able to see them, but
as they accelerate, they become invisible. Now, if we could increase our
frequency to that of the fan, we would be able to see the blades again.
The realm of the kingdom becomes perceivable and then visible
as the frequency increases. The entire kingdom of God, its Angels and
its dimensions are vibrating at very high frequencies, which our natural
eyes cannot perceive.
While it is difficult for our body to reach the velocity of the
frequencies of heaven, it is much easier for our spirit when the life of
God is flowing into it.
The kingdom that is in darkness, the world and the flesh also
move through frequencies. There frequencies are low and slow.
When we feel the presence of God, our spirit tends to feel light.
We often feel as if we are ascending or floating. The reason is because
our spirit is accelerating its vibration to tune in with heaven. We also
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feel this when the love of God is flowing intensely through our spirit.
We feel as if we are floating on a cloud of joy.
When we worship or the faith of God is flowing into our spirit, the
more intense the experience is, the higher the frequency.
Our soul that has been around low frequencies all of our life due
to its fallen condition, will tend to want to remain there, it has been its
habitat, what it knows and is familiar with.
When the soul is operating in rationality, it is on a very low
frequency. When the river of life is flowing in our spirit, our spirit is on a
high frequency and our revelation gate is open and it will flow into the
mind gate in our soul.
When the words we speak are filled with the Spirit of God they
are on a high frequency and are effective. If we are just speaking from
our soul they are not very effective.
When the Bible speaks about living in the spirit, it refers to
elevating our soul to the frequencies of creative light, and life.
When the soul remains in low frequencies, it becomes exhausted,
afflicted, fearful, etc. Because it is being overtaken by a river of
frequencies that come from this world.
When the river of life is flowing into our spirit and our soul comes
into submission to it our spiritual life will grow.
Jesus Christ is the way the truth and the life, and that life is the
light of men. The more life of Jesus we have in us and flowing through
us the more light will be manifested. Creative Light is the frequency of
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heaven, and has the highest frequency of vibration in the entire
universe.
Proverbs 4:18 – but the path of the just is like the shining sun that
shines ever brighter onto the perfect day.
This light grows more and more intense, opening up for us the
way of revelation, understanding and the true knowledge of God, and
opens up to us the glorious dimensions of his kingdom.
Light is his manifested love, his peace, and the indescribable joy of
being in him and him in us. The more we remain in the high frequencies
of heaven, the healthier we will be, since sickness cannot penetrate the
kingdom of God.
People remain sick because they seek answers in the low
frequencies of this world. They become doubtful and fearful, so the
healing that is in the higher frequencies never reaches them.
When we feel sick, we need to quite down the low voices of the
soul and learn to live from our spirit, to raise our frequency.
We may need to find a moment when we don’t have much pain
or symptoms and use this time to lift up our soul and immerse it in the
levels of the spirit.
As we learn to live in the fruit of the Spirit, it will minister health
to our physical body.
Peace attracts the kingdom of heaven, its Angels and its answers.
Worry and fear attracts the kingdom in darkness and its tormenting
spirits.
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The frequencies of heaven will also attract abundance to our life;
great amounts of valuable and honorable people to surround us, as
well as an abundance of assets, so that we can be generous in every
good work.
In the process of growing spiritually we find times when our spirit
is filled with the life of God and our soul reaches higher levels and
enters the frequencies of heaven, but then we find our soul descends
to low frequencies where it is used to living.
This is why the word of God condemns friendship with the world
so much.
James 4:4 – adulterers and adulteresses! Do you not know that
friendship with the world is enmity with God? Whoever therefore
wants to be a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of God.
It is our responsibility to learn and detect low frequencies and
come out of them as soon as we realize they are dragging us down,
grabbing hold of us or binding us up
Low frequencies are not insignificant; they have kept humanity
captive for thousands of years. They’re like waves of water that drown
the soul to keep it within everything that is death. What we have to
understand is that high frequencies will always dominate the low ones;
the same way light dominates darkness.
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